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INTRODUCTION

amp.wordmeaning.org is an open and collaborative dictionary project that, apart from being able to consult meanings of
words, also offers its users the possibility of including new words or nuancing the meaning of existing words in it. As is
understandable, this project would be impossible to carry out without the esteemed collaboration of the people who
follow us around the world. This e-Book, therefore, was born with the intention of paying a small tribute to all our
collaborators.
LIC. ELOY ALEJANDRO SAMPIERI CASTAÑEDA has contributed to the dictionary with 4 meanings that we have
approved and collected in this small book. We hope that the reader is very valuable and if you find it useful or want to be
part of the project, do not hesitate to visit our website, we will be delighted to receive you. 
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autoconvencerse
Self-convincing; compound word; "self" which refers to the personal or own and "convince" that comes from the
psychology sector and tries to obtain with reasons and arguments that a person thinks or acts in a certain way; referring
to the word composed of "AUTO CONVENCERSE", which a person must in itself, believe the fact, or be sure by
reasons or arguments, of an action, fact or event. on the other hand it is a polysyla word as it has five syllables and
thirteen letters au-to-con-ven-cer. 

bambineto
the bambineto is not anything other than a bassinet sleeping to babies, bassinet is wicker and fabric bambineto and his
name only comes from Europe, specifically Italy and is deducted from bambino which means child of there the name
BAMBINETO

desmantelación
DISMANTLING; It involves the action of dismantling something tangible or also something intangible; dismantle can be
understood as a synonym for disarming or disarming something, consequently "dismantling" would be the action of
disarming or disarming something. 

filantropia
Summarized, is synonymous with humanism or altruism; Philanthropy means, in general, love of mankind and all that
humanity are concerned, particularly in a constructive way in the selfless help others.Philanthropy commonly overlaps
with the charity, although not every charity is philanthropy, or vice versa. The commonly-cited difference is charity to
alleviate social problems, while the philanthropy tries to solve these problems definitely ( the difference between giving a
fish to a hungry man and teach him to fish on its own 41.


